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Key Points: 
1. When Data Collections was first introduced, other applications were not using Snapshots like 

the Advanced Planning Applications. Now that Business Intelligence uses snapshots that access 
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the same base tables, we have found that management of the MLOGs has become more 

complex and requires special techniques. 

2. Changes in RDBMS functionality which is responsible for MLOGs has led us to discover new 

techniques for handling MLOGs. 

3. The number of snapshots has steadily increased as we have added functionality to Planning 

applications, so the increase in the amount of data being collected leads to increased complexity 

in the processing and management of Snapshots and MLOGs. 

This Note Will: 
1. Explain the Terminology and MLOG Basics - see Terminology & MLOG Basics 

 

2. Explain how MLOGs are used for Value Chain Planning Applications - VCP (aka Advanced 

Planning and Scheduling - APS) - see How Are MLOGs Are Used... 

 

3. We will show the Primary and Advanced strategies for managing MLOG$ tables used for VCP 

applications. See Understanding and Managing the MLOG Growth for VCP Data Collections 

 

4. Show how to resolve the 3 most often reported performance issues encountered in Refresh 

Collection Snapshots that concern MLOG tables. See I Have a Performance Problem in Refresh 

Snapshots - 3 Most Common Issues 

 

5. Provide information on how to check your system and prevent a performance problem. See I 

Want to Check My System and Prevent a Performance Problem 

 

6. Use this information and also the information from Note 179522.1 and Note 145419.1 to better 

understand the VCP Data Collections processes. 

AND 

Explain the Primary Causes of Issues with MLOG$ Tables - Here is a 

Summary: 
1. MLOG Statistics and Size are not controlled and there are performance problems with 

Refresh Collection Snapshots. 

a. There are Standard and Advanced strategies techniques for handling high volume 

MLOGs. 

b. In order to optimize performance of the Refresh Snapshots process, we need to 

deploy these strategies. 

c. Example #1: Over a period of time, usually more than a week, you notice that 

performance is degrading for Refresh Snapshots process. OR you run Data 

Collections Net Change during the week and once per week you run Data Collections 

with Complete Refresh - performance degrades as the week progresses or over a 

period of a few weeks. 
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d. Example #2: You have large volume of Data to Load for initial Collections or on an 

ongoing basis and Refresh Snapshots process is very slow. 

e. Example #3: You run Complete Refresh of Data Collections once per day and certain 

MLOGs grow to 100K or even Millions of rows during the day due to high volumes. 

This is a very specialized circumstance and we have created Note 550005.1 to 

handle this scenario. 

2. Multiple Snapshots for different applications reference the same MLOG$ table 

a. ALL the Snapshots must be refreshed before the RDBMS functions can automatically 

delete any rows in the MLOG$ table. 

Example: 

b. MLOG$_BOM_COMPONENTS_B is the snapshot log for base table 

BOM_COMPONENTS_B 

c. One or more of the ENI snapshots below may be present on the system and they all 

reference MLOG$_BOM_COMPONENTS_B 

i. BOM_INV_COMPS_SN - ASCP Data Collections 

ii. BOM_SUB_COMPS_SN - ASCP Data Collections 

iii. ENI_DBI_BOM_COMPONENTS_MV1 - Product Intelligence 

iv. ENI_DBI_BOM_COMPONENTS_MV2 - Product Intelligence 

d. SO - when you run Data Collections, but do not running Product Intelligence 

processes to refresh the ENI snapshots, then rows are not deleted from the 

MLOG$_BOM_COMPONENTS_B and it will continue to grow and performance of 

Refresh Snapshots is poor. 

e. See Appendix B for more information on Data Collection Snapshots and their Base 

table and MLOG table. 

3. Installation for Data Collections was performed by a user, but then the implementation of 

this functionality was delayed or abandoned. 

a. If Data Collections was launched once, then all the objects and MLOGs were 

created. 

b. Then if the running of Data Collections process is very intermittent or abandoned, 

then the snapshot is never refreshed, so MLOG keeps growing. 

c. Note 580205.1 will help businesses that are not running data collections at all or 

may not be running now, but may want to start later and want to maintain the 

MLOGs and MRP_AD tables and recover space on the system. 

4. An application may not be used, but snapshot log and snapshot were created during 

installation  

a. If the snapshot is never refreshed, then the MLOG just keeps growing. 

b. We discuss managing the MLOGs and MRP_AD tables and snapshots for Data 

Collections in Note 580205.1  

AND  
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c. We also discuss others like MLOG$_ WSH_DELIVERY_DETAILS, a frequently cited 

table that is not ever deleted if the customer does not use OTM - Oracle 

Transportation Management application.  

i. Snapshot WSH_DELIVERY_DETAILS_SN is NOT part of ASCP Data Collections, 

so ASCP does not manage this snapshot and MLOG and it must be handled 

separately.  

ii. So far, this is the only snapshot that has copied our naming convention 

using %SN for the name... All other products have used %MV for naming 

convention. 

d. We also give guidance on MLOG$_ENI_OLTP_ITEM_STAR which is also often 

reported as very large 

e. And we provide guidance on discovering more about MLOGs which are not part of 

Data Collections. 

5. Data Collections is not run on a regular basis 

a. When large data volumes are occurring in core applications like Order Management, 

BOM, or WIP and Data Collections is run infrequently (once per week or longer); this 

can cause performance issues in Refresh Snapshots process in Data Collections 

b. Example: You run Data Collections with Complete Refresh once per week and 

MLOGs grow during the week and weekend processing takes too much time. 

c. Note 550005.1 can be used in this instance as well.  

6. Large Data Loads cause many rows to be inserted into the MLOG$ tables. 

a. When loading large amounts of data into the system, each row will create data in 

the MLOG table. 

b. Example #1: Implementation phase and many rows are loaded 

c. Example #2: Periodic load of many rows for certain entity from an external source - 

like Forecasts. 

 

Disclaimer: This information is offered for informational purposes only. No warranty or 

guarantee is implied that this information will apply to your installation of Oracle Applications. 

Terminology & MLOG Basics 

MLOG$ Table 
An MLOG$ table is the Snapshot Log table created against a base table. A row is inserted 

into the table each time a change (insert/update/delete) is made to the base table. 

When a Snapshot is refreshed in Fast (Incremental) mode, it reads the rows in the 

MLOG$ table and uses this information to get the updated information from the base 

table into the snapshot for further processing. 
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Standard RDBMS functionality manages rows inserted into the MLOG tables.  

When a Snapshot is refreshed in either Fast or Complete mode, then the RDBMS will 

delete rows from the MLOG table 

BUT IF multiple Snapshots reference the same MLOG, then ALL the snapshots must be 

refreshed before the RDBMS can remove any rows from the MLOG table. 

The RDBMS creates snapshot logs on table and automatically names then using 

MLOG$_[20 characters of the table name]. 

In case of a tie, then it adds a number to the MLOG name 

SO -  

MRP_FORECAST_DATES (18 char) it creates MLOG$_MRP_FORECAST_DATES 

BOM_DEPARTMENT_RESOURCES (24 char) in creates 

MLOG$_BOM_DEPARTMENT_RESOU 

With a tie we see 

WSM_COPY_OP_RESOURCES creates MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OP_RESOURCE 

WSM_COPY_OP_RESOURCE_INSTANCES creates MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OP_RESOURCE1 

Snapshot - Materialized View 
These terms are the same for purposes of our discussion. We will use Snapshot in this 

document. They are the tables that reference the MLOG$ log tables when a snapshot is 

refreshed using Fast (or Incremental) Refresh. For a complete refresh, the snapshot pulls 

data directly from the base table - and the RDBMS handles the MLOG in both cases to 

remove unneeded rows. 

ALL_SNAPSHOTS.QUERY will show the query for a particular snapshot. See SQL #2 for 

more information. 

Simple Snapshot 

The Snapshot that queries rows from a single table. See How Are MLOGs Are Used 

below for examples 

Complex Snapshot 

Snapshot query has multiple tables and therefore references Multiple MLOG$ tables to 

gather rows into the snapshot. See How Are MLOGs Are Used below for examples 

Fast (or Incremental) Refresh 
Default method of refreshing data into a snapshot for changed rows in the base table. 

The snapshot refreshes the data based changed rows read from the MLOG table. The 

RDBMS will then remove these rows from the MLOG table - AGAIN, IF multiple 

snapshots use this MLOG table, then ALL must be refreshed before rows are deleted. 
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Complete Refresh 
Complete Refresh will pull ALL rows in the Snapshot Query into the snapshot directly 

from the Base Table, bypassing the MLOG table. The RDBMS will be aware of this action 

and delete rows from the MLOG table - AGAIN, IF multiple snapshots use this MLOG 

table, then ALL must be refreshed before rows are deleted. 

Automatic Refresh 
Specialized process exclusive the ASCP Refresh Collection Snapshots process. Designed 

to Truncate the MLOG$ tables and perform a Complete Refresh of the Snapshots used 

for ASCP Data Collections.  

The truncation of the MLOG helps to recover space and reset the high water mark for 

the table, which helps with performance and space allocation for the RDBMS. 

Only applicable for the list of Snapshots used for VCP applications - this list is seen in 

Appendix B and also maintained in Note 179522.1 - Download the spreadsheet 

attachment for review. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: To maintain data integrity - After running an Automatic Refresh of a 

snapshot, then Data Collections must be run using Complete Refresh for all entities (or 

run a Targeted Refresh for the entity that uses that snapshot data). 

How Rows Are Cleared From MLOG$ Tables 
It is standard RDBMS functionality to manage the rows in the MLOG tables. 

When a Snapshot is refreshed, then the rows from the MLOG$ table are DELETED. 

HOWEVER, if multiple snapshots reference the same MLOG$ table, then ALL the 

snapshots must be refreshed before ANY rows can be deleted from the MLOG$ table. As 

noted above, this is a primary cause of Service Requests that are logged with support for 

issues with MLOGs. 

When there are many rows being inserted in the MLOG on a regular basis, then the 

delete performed by the RDBMS will not recover space and the size of the MLOG can 

grow. 

SO - Data Collections designed the Automatic Refresh into Refresh Collection Snapshots, 

so that we truncate the MLOG and then perform a Complete Refresh of the Snapshot. 

This is exclusive to Data Collections and can only be used for our list of snapshots. The 

basic steps are: 

truncate table [owner].[MLOG$_name]; 

exec DBMS_MVIEW.REFRESH 

('[owner].[snapshot_name]','C'); 
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Note: Since Data Collections also uses a sequence, you may NOT use 

DBMS_MVIEW.REFRESH with Data Collection snapshots unless you first 

initiate the sequence. 

How Are MLOGs Are Used and Data Flow during Data Collections for 

Value Chain Planning Applications 
MLOGs are created when the Setup Requests for Data Collections are run. See Note 145419.1 

for information on these requests and the objects created. 

The MLOG is used when refreshing the snapshots in Refresh Collection Snapshots process to 

gather information on the changed rows that need to be collected by the Planning Data Pull 

process into the MSC_ST staging tables. 

Example of Simple Snapshot and the data progression during Data Collections that move the 

data from the EBS Source tables to the MSC tables for use in VCP Applications. 

o MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B - the Inventory Items table 

o MLOG$_MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B - Snapshot Log on the table 

o MTL_SYS_ITEMS_SN - Data Collections Snapshot for this table 

o MRP_AP_SYS_ITEMS_V - View that references the snapshot using a synonym 

MRP_SN_SYS_ITEMS - used by Planning Data Pull to populate: 

o MSC_ST_SYSTEM_ITEMS - the MSC Staging table populated by Planning Data Pull 

process 

o MSC_SYSTEM_ITEMS - the MSC base table which is loaded during ODS Load process 

Example of Complex Snapshot 

o BOM_OPR_SEQS_SN 

o Tables seen in the ALL_SNAPSHOTS.QUERY output 

o BOM_OPERATION_SEQUENCES 

o BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUTINGS 

o Note: The MASTER Column of ALL_SNAPSHOTS can only show a single table, so 

you must check the query to be certain that snapshot does not involve multiple 

tables  

OR use SQL #1 

o MLOGs used by this snapshot to check for changed rows 

o MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_SEQUEN 

o MLOG$_BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUT 

o MRP_AP_OP_RESOURCE_SEQS_V - View that references the snapshot (and other 

snapshots) using a synonym MRP_SN_OPR_SEQS - used by Planning Data Pull to 

populate 
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o MSC_ST_OPERATION_RESOURCE_SEQS - the MSC Staging table populated by Planning 

Data Pull process 

o MSC_OPERATION_RESOURCE_SEQS - the MSC base table which is loaded during ODS 

Load process 

Understanding and Managing the MLOG Growth for VCP Data Collections 

Primary Strategy for Controlling MLOG Growth - Using Automatic 

Refresh 
Keeping MLOG size manageable is the first requirement for performance.  

1. By running Refresh Collections Snapshots with Mode - Automatic Refresh - we will 

truncate an MLOG and then perform a Complete Refresh of the Snapshot(s). 

a. We recommend that you perform this for any MLOGs showing many rows. 

b. If you run for All Snapshots, then it can take a long time - several hours - and will 

use a lot of resources and UNDO space. 

However, if this is fine with the business and does not tax the system too 

heavily, then you can use All Snapshots and get all snapshots truncated in one 

step. 

c. This is not standard RDBMS functionality and exclusive to the Refresh 

Collections Snapshot code, so this can only be used for VCP snapshots. 

2. Then Data Collections must be run with Complete Refresh for all entities you normally 

collect to insure data integrity 

a. OR you can run Data Collections with Targeted Refresh for the entities that use 

that snapshot 

b. Please note that Sales Orders is special, and for Complete Refresh, we default 

the parameter to No, and collect sales order in Net Change Mode UNLESS you 

explicitly set this parameter to Yes. 

3. We recommend that Automatic Refresh be run on a periodic basis, usually weekly or 

monthly to recover space for MLOGs and keep Data Collections performance tuned. 

HOWEVER, we have found in recent times that this strategy is not good enough for customers 

who: 

1. Have other applications with Snapshots that reference the same MLOGs, and the other 

application is not being used or is run infrequently. 

a. ENI - Product Intelligence snapshots are primary cause of BOM MLOGs not being 

deleted and growing uncontrolled. 

b. OZF - Trade Management may have created snapshot  

2. Have very high volumes and find that after executing Automatic Refresh see the 

performance of Refresh Snapshots is not improved or degenerates quickly. 
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THEREFORE - IF the Automatic Refresh does not resolve your performance issues with Refresh 

Collection Snapshots  

THEN we recommend the Advanced Strategy For Handling MLOGs  

Advanced Strategy for Handling MLOGs 
This is an overview of the general strategy that will work for any of the MLOG entities used for 

Data Collections.  

To execute for all MLOGs used in VCP Data Collections, see I Want to Check My System and 

Prevent a Performance Problem, ANSWER #1 

For specific problems, we have the next section - I Have A Performance Problem in Refresh 

Snapshots - 3 Most Common Issues 

When users are not updating the effected base tables, execute the 

following steps: 

1. Get count(*) for the MLOGs effected.  

select count(*) from [MLOG_name]; 

2. Truncate the MLOG(s) for the snapshot(s) 

truncate table [owner].[MLOG$_name]; 

a. For BOM, WIP, WSM, MTL, OR WSH you need to do this for all MLOGs used for 

Data Collections 

3. Gather Statistics on the MLOG(s) while the MLOG has ZERO rows 

a. From System Administrator, run Gather Table Statistics with parameters  

OWNER - [owner] 

TABLE - [MLOG$_name] 

All other parameters as default 

OR  

b. In SQL*Plus execute 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS ( 

'[owner]','[MLOG$_name]', 10 ); end; 

4. Confirm that MLOGs have ZERO rows by checking DBA_TABLES information for those 

MLOGs 

Run SQL #6 

a. This would only show > 0 if some user or process is updating the tables. 

b. If this happens, then you must find the user or process that is updating the 

tables and suspend that process. 

5. Lock Statistics on the MLOG(s) while the MLOG has ZERO rows 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('[owner]','[MLOG_name]'); 

6. Setup the database parameters to not use stats on the MLOG 
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a. As APPS User in SQL*Plus, set the database parameter _mv_refresh_use_stats = 

FALSE 

alter system set "_mv_refresh_use_stats"=FALSE; 

b. The DBA can set in the init.ora to be used at all times. 

7. Run Refresh Collection Snapshots against the snapshot(s) using Complete Refresh 

a. For BOM, WIP, WSM, MTL, OR WSH you need to do this for all snapshots used 

for Data Collections 

b. For others, you may use individual snapshots. 

8. Gather Table Statistics for the Snapshots - Same steps as #2 using the Snapshot_Name 

instead of the MLOG$_name for Table 

a. In latest code the snapshots will be owned by APPS and not the application, 

confirm using SQL below 

Select * from dba_snapshots where name like 

'&snapshot_name'; 

9. Run Data Collections with Targeted Refresh with only Planners = Yes 

a. This is a setup step for certain code improvements that help overall data 

collections performance. 

b. This MUST be run for all the organizations being collected - do NOT use an 

Collection Group for this run. 

c. To run Targeted Mode, set Planning Data Pull parameter Purge Previously 

Collected Data - No and then you will see Collection Method -Targeted is 

available. 

10. Run Data Collections with a Complete Refresh - this step should show the performance 

improvements 

11. If any other snapshots for other products also reference the MLOG being truncated, 

then you must plan to refresh those snapshots after every run of Data Collections to 

keep the MLOGs from growing again. 

a. SQL #1 will show the  

12. Note: If Production instance does not allow downtime to execute these steps, then 

Steps 1 - 3 may be run on a TEST instance and then the Stats could be imported to the 

production instance. 

a. Import the stats to Production during a slow period when you can complete 

the rest of these steps. 

b. Truncate the MLOGs in Production  

c. Start at Step #3 and continue the steps to completion. 

I Have a Performance Problem in Refresh Snapshots - 3 Most Common 

Issues 
Let us cover the three most likely scenarios that need to be resolved with Refresh Collection 

Snapshots using the steps from the Advanced Strategy for Handling MLOGs 
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1. OE_ODR_LINES_SN snapshot is taking too much time 

2. WIP Snapshots are taking too much time 

3. BOM Snapshots are taking too much time 

How Do I Know Which Snapshot(s) are causing the Problem?  
1. You can combine all three action plans below and fix OE, WIP and BOM all at one time  

OR 

2. Run a Trace of the process Refresh Collection Snapshots (short name - MSRFWOR) 

a. BEST PRACTICE is to use Level 8 trace - per setups in Note 245974.1 - #7 or #11 

OR 

b. You can setup simple level 1 trace by checking the Enable Trace checkbox System 

Administrator ] Concurrent ] Program ] Define 

AND the DBA must also run 

alter system set max_dump_file_size = 'unlimited'; 

 

c. Then TKPROF the trace file using 

tkprof trace_file_name.trc tkprof_file_name.txt sys=no 

explain=apps/[apps_pw] sort='(prsela,exeela,fchela)' 

print=20 

 

d. IGNORE the first statement in the TKPROF - it is for the total Refresh Process that 

refreshed ALL the Snapshots 

BEGIN 

MRP_CL_REFRESH_SNAPSHOT.REFRESH_SNAPSHOT(:errbuf,:rc,:A0,

:A1,:A2,:A3); 

END; 

 

e. Check the next statement(s) in the TKPROF output to determine which snapshots 

are involved. 

Example - first line of the second statement in this TKPROF example which shows us 

the WIP snapshots are involved: 

INSERT INTO "WIP"."WIP_WOPR_RESS_SN" SELECT /*+ 

NO_MERGE("JV$") */ /*+ */ 

 

3. When you have determined the problem Snapshot(s) or MLOG(s) involved, then the steps 

below can be executed to resolve the issue.  

Performance Issue with OE_ODR_LINES_SN  

1. Perform these steps when other processes are not updating the table 

OE_ORDER_LINES_ALL 
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a. Be aware the some customers have Workflow processes that update order lines 

at a rate of several thousand lines per hour. This should be suspended while 

these steps are performed. 

2. Get Count on MLOG$_OE_ORDER_LINES_ALL 

select count(*) from MLOG$_OE_ORDER_LINES_ALL; 

3. Truncate the MLOG$ table 

truncate table ONT.MLOG$_OE_ORDER_LINES_ALL; 

4. Confirm ZERO rows in the MLOG 

select count(*) from MLOG$_OE_ORDER_LINES_ALL; 

5. Gather table stats on the MLOG 

From System Administrator, run Gather Table Statistics with parameters  

OWNER - ONT 

TABLE - MLOG$_OE_ORDER_LINES_ALL 

All other parameters as default 

OR in SQL*Plus execute 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS ( 

'ONT','MLOG$_OE_ORDER_LINES_ALL', 10 ); end; 

6. Confirm that num_rows in dba_tables for the MLOG table = 0 

select table_name, num_rows, last_analyzed from dba_tables 

where table_name in ('MLOG$_OE_ORDER_LINES_ALL'); 

7. Lock the Statistics - Refer to Note 283890.1 for more information 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('ONT','MLOG$_OE_ORDER_LINES_ALL'); 

8. As APPS User in SQL*Plus, set the database parameter _mv_refresh_use_stats = FALSE 

alter system set "_mv_refresh_use_stats"=FALSE; 

The DBA can set in the init.ora to be used at all times. 

9. Run Refresh Collection Snapshots as a standalone request with parameters 

Refresh Mode - Complete 

Snapshot Name - OE_ODR_LINES_SN 

other parameters as default 

10. Gather table stats on the Snapshot 

From System Administrator, run Gather Table Statistics with parameters  

OWNER - ONT [or APPS in the latest code] - check using Select * from 

dba_snapshots where name like '&snapshot_name'; 

TABLE - OE_ODR_LINES_SN 

All other parameters as default 

Or in SQL*Plus execute 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS ( 'ONT [or 

APPS]','OE_ODR_LINES_SN', 10 ); end; 

11. Run Data Collections with Targeted Refresh with only Planners = Yes 

a. This is a setup step for certain code improvements that help overall data 

collections performance. 
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b. This MUST be run for all the organizations being collected - do NOT use an 

Collection Group for this run 

c. To run Targeted Mode, set Planning Data Pull parameter Purge Previously 

Collected Data - No and then you will see Collection Method - Targeted is 

available. 

12. Run a Data Collections with a Targeted Refresh with only Sales Orders parameter - Yes 

OR 

Run Data Collections with a Complete Refresh and set the Sales Order parameter - Yes 

(Please note that Sales Order entity is unique - when Complete Refresh is specified for 

Data Collections, we default the Sales Order parameter to No and run the Net Change 

refresh of sales orders automatically - this is done for performance reasons.) 

13. Observe that during the run of Data Collections, the performance is improved. 

Performance Issue with WIP Snapshots (ref Note 981948.1) 

1. Perform these steps when other processes are not updating the WIP tables 

2. Get Count on MLOG$_WIP tables 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_DISCRETE_JOBS; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_FLOW_SCHEDULES; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_LINES; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_OP_RESOURCE_INST; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_NETWOR; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_RESOUR; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_OPERATIONS; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_ITEMS; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_SCHED; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_REQUIREMENT_OPER; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_SUB_OPERATION_RE; 

3. Truncate the MLOG$ tables 

truncate table WIP.MLOG$_WIP_DISCRETE_JOBS; 

truncate table WIP.MLOG$_WIP_FLOW_SCHEDULES; 

truncate table WIP.MLOG$_WIP_LINES; 

truncate table WIP.MLOG$_WIP_OP_RESOURCE_INST; 

truncate table WIP.MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_NETWOR; 

truncate table WIP.MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_RESOUR; 

truncate table WIP.MLOG$_WIP_OPERATIONS; 

truncate table WIP.MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_ITEMS; 

truncate table WIP.MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_SCHED; 

truncate table WIP.MLOG$_WIP_REQUIREMENT_OPER; 

truncate table WIP.MLOG$_WIP_SUB_OPERATION_RE; 

4. Confirm ZERO rows in the MLOGs 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_DISCRETE_JOBS; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_FLOW_SCHEDULES; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_LINES; 
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select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_OP_RESOURCE_INST; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_NETWOR; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_RESOUR; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_OPERATIONS; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_ITEMS; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_SCHED; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_REQUIREMENT_OPER; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_WIP_SUB_OPERATION_RE; 

5. Gather table stats on the MLOGs 

From System Administrator, run Gather Table Statistics with parameters  

OWNER - WIP 

TABLE - MLOG$_WIP_DISCRETE_JOBS 

All other parameters as default 

OR  

in SQL*Plus run begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS ( 'WIP',' 

MLOG$_WIP_DISCRETE_JOBS ', 10 ); end; 

6. Repeat Step 5 for the complete list of MLOG tables 

MLOG$_WIP_FLOW_SCHEDULES 

MLOG$_WIP_LINES 

MLOG$_WIP_OP_RESOURCE_INST 

MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_NETWOR 

MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_RESOUR 

MLOG$_WIP_OPERATIONS 

MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_ITEMS 

MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_SCHED 

MLOG$_WIP_REQUIREMENT_OPER 

MLOG$_WIP_SUB_OPERATION_RE 

7. Confirm that num_rows in dba_tables for the MLOG table = 0 

select table_name, num_rows, last_analyzed from dba_tables 

where table_name like 'MLOG$_WIP%'; 

8. Lock the Statistics - Refer to Note 283890.1 for more information 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_DISCRETE_JOBS'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_FLOW_SCHEDULES'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_LINES'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_OP_RESOURCE_INST'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_NETWOR'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_RESOUR'); 
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EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_OPERATIONS'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_ITEMS'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_SCHED'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_REQUIREMENT_OPER'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_SUB_OPERATION_RE'); 

9. As APPS User in SQL*Plus, set the database parameter _mv_refresh_use_stats = FALSE 

alter system set "_mv_refresh_use_stats"=FALSE; 

The DBA can set in the init.ora to be used at all times. 

10. Run Refresh Collection Snapshots as a standalone request with parameters 

Refresh Mode - Complete 

Snapshot Name - WIP_DSCR_JOBS_SN 

other parameters as default 

11. Repeat Step #10 for all WIP snapshots 

WIP_FLOW_SCHDS_SN 

WIP_WLINES_SN 

WIP_OPR_RES_INSTS_SN 

WIP_WOPR_NETWORKS_SN 

WIP_WOPR_RESS_SN 

WIP_WOPRS_SN 

WIP_REPT_ITEMS_SN 

WIP_REPT_SCHDS_SN 

WIP_WREQ_OPRS_SN 

WIP_WOPR_SUB_RESS_SN 

12. Gather table stats on the Snapshot 

From System Administrator, run Gather Table Statistics with parameters  

OWNER - WIP [or APPS in the latest code] - check using Select * from 

dba_snapshots where name like '&snapshot_name'; 

TABLE - WIP_DSCR_JOBS_SN 

All other parameters as default - then repeat for entire list of WIP snapshots shown in 

Step 11 

Or in SQL*Plus execute 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS ( 'WIP [or 

APPS]','WIP_DSCR_JOBS_SN', 10 ); end; 

Repeat for entire list of WIP snapshots shown in step 11 

13. Run Data Collections with Targeted Refresh with only Planners = Yes 

a. This is a setup step for certain code improvements that help overall data 

collections performance. 
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b. This MUST be run for all the organizations being collected - do NOT use an 

Collection Group for this run 

c. To run Targeted Mode, set Planning Data Pull parameter Purge Previously 

Collected Data - No and then you will see Collection Method - Targeted is 

available. 

14. Run a Data Collections with a Targeted Refresh with only Work in Process parameter - 

Yes 

OR 

Run Data Collections with a Complete Refresh and other parameters as default (or your 

normal Collections setup for Complete Refresh) 

15. Observe that during the run of Data Collections, the performance is improved. 

Performance Issue with BOM Snapshots - Ref Note 1067892.1 
WARNING: BOM snapshots are used by multiple products - MSC - Data Collections and ENI - 

Product Intelligence, so further steps are involved in clean up of the MLOGs 

1. Perform these steps when other processes are not updating the BOM tables 

2. Determine which snapshots are involved. 

a. We continually see this issue, since the BOM MLOGs have multiple snapshots 

from different products accessing the same MLOG. 

b. For instance, ENI - Product Intelligence installs snapshots like  

ENI_DBI_BOM_COMPONENTS_MV1 

ENI_DBI_BOM_COMPONENTS_MV2 

ENI_DBI_MFG_STEPS_JOIN_MV 

ENI_RES_1_MV 

You may observe 2 or more of these snapshots exist on the system, or other 

snapshots exist as well. 

c. SO, after fixing the MLOGs manually, in the future you must run Product 

Intelligence OR manually refresh the ENI snapshots after running Data 

Collections to prevent the MLOGs from growing out of control again. 

d. Run the following to check which snapshots exist on the system 

SELECT DISTINCT 

amdr.MVIEW_NAME "Snapshot", 

amdr.OWNER "Snapshot Owner", 

amdr.DETAILOBJ_NAME "Base Table Name", 

amdr.DETAILOBJ_OWNER "Base Table Owner", 

log_table mlog$_name 

FROM ALL_MVIEW_DETAIL_RELATIONS amdr, 

dba_snapshot_logs dsl 

where DETAILOBJ_NAME like 'BOM%' 

and DETAILOBJ_TYPE = 'TABLE' 

and (detailobj_owner, detaiLobj_name) not in 

(('MSC','MSC_COLLECTED_ORGS')) 
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AND amdr.DETAILOBJ_NAME = dsl.MASTER 

order by mview_name; 

e. All BOM%SN objects are used for Data Collections.  

f. Multiple rows returned for a Snapshot shows that snapshot is Complex 

Snapshot which references multiple tables - this is normal - and you will note 

that Base Table Name and MLOG$_NAME show the different tables being used 

for a snapshot 

1. If you want more information on the snapshots, you can review the 

snapshot query by running SQL 

select * from all_snapshots where name like 

'&snapshot_name'; 

Then review the column QUERY 

 

3. Get Count on MLOGs 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_COMPONENTS_B; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_CTO_ORDER_DEMAND; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_DEPARTMENT_RESOU; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_DEPARTMENTS; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_NETWOR; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_RESOUR; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_SEQUEN; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUT; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_RES_INSTANCE_CHA; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_RESOURCE_CHANGES; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_RESOURCES; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_STRUCTURES_B; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_SUB_OPERATION_RE; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_SUBSTITUTE_COMPO; 

4. Truncate the MLOG$ tables  

truncate table BOM.MLOG$_BOM_COMPONENTS_B; 

truncate table BOM.MLOG$_BOM_CTO_ORDER_DEMAND; 

truncate table BOM.MLOG$_BOM_DEPARTMENT_RESOU; 

truncate table BOM.MLOG$_BOM_DEPARTMENTS; 

truncate table BOM.MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_NETWOR; 

truncate table BOM.MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_RESOUR; 

truncate table BOM.MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_SEQUEN; 

truncate table BOM.MLOG$_BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUT; 

truncate table BOM.MLOG$_BOM_RES_INSTANCE_CHA; 

truncate table BOM.MLOG$_BOM_RESOURCE_CHANGES; 

truncate table BOM.MLOG$_BOM_RESOURCES; 

truncate table BOM.MLOG$_BOM_STRUCTURES_B; 

truncate table BOM.MLOG$_BOM_SUB_OPERATION_RE; 

truncate table BOM.MLOG$_BOM_SUBSTITUTE_COMPO; 
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5. Confirm ZERO rows in the MLOG  

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_COMPONENTS_B; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_CTO_ORDER_DEMAND; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_DEPARTMENT_RESOU; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_DEPARTMENTS; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_NETWOR; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_RESOUR; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_SEQUEN; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUT; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_RES_INSTANCE_CHA; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_RESOURCE_CHANGES; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_RESOURCES; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_STRUCTURES_B; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_SUB_OPERATION_RE; 

select count(*) from MLOG$_BOM_SUBSTITUTE_COMPO; 

6. Gather table stats on the MLOG 

From System Administrator, run Gather Table Statistics with parameters  

OWNER - BOM 

TABLE - MLOG$_BOM_COMPONENTS_B 

All other parameters as default 

OR  

in SQL*Plus run begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS ( 'BOM',' 

MLOG$_BOM_COMPONENTS_B ', 10 ); end; 

7. Repeat Step 6 for the complete list of MLOG tables 

MLOG$_BOM_CTO_ORDER_DEMAND 

MLOG$_BOM_DEPARTMENT_RESOU 

MLOG$_BOM_DEPARTMENTS 

MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_NETWOR 

MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_RESOUR 

MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_SEQUEN 

MLOG$_BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUT 

MLOG$_BOM_RES_INSTANCE_CHA 

MLOG$_BOM_RESOURCE_CHANGES 

MLOG$_BOM_RESOURCES 

MLOG$_BOM_STRUCTURES_B 

MLOG$_BOM_SUB_OPERATION_RE 

MLOG$_BOM_SUBSTITUTE_COMPO 

8. Confirm that num_rows in dba_tables for the MLOG table = 0 

select table_name, num_rows, last_analyzed from dba_tables 

where table_name like 'MLOG$_BOM%'; 

9. Lock the Statistics - Refer to Note 283890.1 for more information 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_COMPONENTS_B'); 
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EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_CTO_ORDER_DEMAND'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_DEPARTMENT_RESOU'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_DEPARTMENTS'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_NETWOR'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_RESOUR'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_SEQUEN'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUT'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_RES_INSTANCE_CHA'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_RESOURCE_CHANGES'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_RESOURCES'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_STRUCTURES_B'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_SUB_OPERATION_RE'); 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_SUBSTITUTE_COMPO'); 

10. As APPS User in SQL*Plus, set the database parameter _mv_refresh_use_stats = FALSE 

alter system set "_mv_refresh_use_stats"=FALSE; 

The DBA should set in the init.ora to be used at all times. 

11. Run Refresh Collection Snapshots as a standalone request with parameters 

Refresh Mode - Complete 

Snapshot Name - BOM_BOMS_SN  

other parameters as default 

12. Repeat Step #11 for all BOM snapshots 

BOM_CTO_ORDER_DMD_SN 

BOM_INV_COMPS_SN 

BOM_OPR_NETWORKS_SN 

BOM_OPR_RESS_SN 

BOM_OPR_RTNS_SN 

BOM_OPR_SEQS_SN 

BOM_RES_CHNGS_SN 

BOM_RES_INST_CHNGS_SN 
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BOM_SUB_COMPS_SN 

BOM_SUB_OPR_RESS_SN 

13. Gather table stats on the Snapshot 

From System Administrator, run Gather Table Statistics with parameters  

OWNER - BOM [or APPS in the latest code] - check using select * from 

all_snapshots where name like '&snapshot_name'; 

TABLE - BOM_BOMS_SN 

All other parameters as default - then repeat for entire list of WIP snapshots shown in 

Step 11 

Or in SQL*Plus execute 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS ( 'BOM [or 

APPS]','BOM_BOMS_SN', 10 ); end; 

Repeat for entire list of BOM snapshots shown in step 11 

14. Run Data Collections with Targeted Refresh with only Planners = Yes 

a. This is a setup step for certain code improvements that help overall data 

collections performance. 

b. This MUST be run for all the organizations being collected - do NOT use an 

Collection Group for this run 

c. To run Targeted Mode, set Planning Data Pull parameter Purge Previously 

Collected Data - No and then you will see Collection Method - Targeted is 

available. 

15. Run a Data Collections with a Targeted Refresh with only Bills of Material, Routing, 

Resources parameter - Yes 

OR 

Run Data Collections with a Complete Refresh and other parameters as default (or your 

normal Collections setup for Complete Refresh) 

16. Observe that during the run of Data Collections, the performance is improved. 

17. NOW the important steps to prevent this from happening in the future  

a. These instructions assume that you are not currently using Product Intelligence 

(application short name ENI) 

b. We need to refresh the snapshots NOT used by Data Collections after each 

collections run. 

c. You may or may not have all the ENI snapshots listed above in 2.a - but each 

snapshot you have must be refreshed.  

d. You can use the following SQL to run a complete refresh of the snapshots 

exec DBMS_MVIEW.REFRESH 

('[Snapshot_owner].[snapshot_name]','C'); 

Examples: 

exec DBMS_MVIEW.REFRESH ('APPS.ENI_RES_1_MV','C'); 

exec DBMS_MVIEW.REFRESH 

('APPS.ENI_DBI_MFG_STEPS_JOIN_MV','C'); 

exec DBMS_MVIEW.REFRESH 
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('APPS.ENI_DBI_BOM_COMPONENTS_MV1','C'); 

exec DBMS_MVIEW.REFRESH 

('APPS.ENI_DBI_BOM_COMPONENTS_MV2','C'); 

e. This can be setup by the DBA to run as a cron job 

OR 

Create the file and save as a .SQL file and create a custom concurrent request to 

run the file - This would be the same type of setup seen for request Create BOM 

Snapshots. This process runs file MSCBOMSN.sql is stored under $MSC_TOP/sql. 

This could be used as a model for the new concurrent request defined by your 

System Administrator. 

I Want to Check My System and Prevent a Performance Problem 
For customers that have not experienced a performance problem and want to prevent them 

from occurring, we suggest the following: 

QUESTION: - Are you already using Data Collections? 
We have posted 4 possible answers to this question below with steps to manage the MLOGs. 

Some customers need information in both Answer #3 and #4, or Answer #2 and #4. 

ANSWER #1: Yes, we are using Data Collections now.  
Then we suggest using the steps from the Advanced Strategy will setup the system to avoid 

problems in Data Collections. 

When users are not updating the effected base tables, execute the 

following steps: 

1. Run SQL #5-A to get count(*) on the MLOGs 

2. Run SQL #9 to truncate the MLOGs 

3. Run SQL #5-B to gather stats on the MLOG tables 

4. Run SQL #6 to check that 0(zero) NUM_ROWS are recorded in DBA_TABLES 

a. This would only show > 0 if some user or process is updating the tables. 

b. If this happens, then you must find the user or process that is updating the 

tables and suspend that process. 

5. Run SQL #10 to lock the stats for the MLOG tables 

6. Setup the database parameters to not use stats on the MLOG 

a. As APPS User in SQL*Plus, set the database parameter _mv_refresh_use_stats = 

FALSE 

alter system set "_mv_refresh_use_stats"=FALSE; 

b. The DBA can set in the init.ora to be used at all times. 

7. Run Refresh Collection Snapshots using Complete Refresh for All Snapshots 

a. Note 211121.1 has more information on running this request as a standalone 

request 
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8. Run Gather Table Statistics for the Snapshots 

a. Depending on code levels, Snapshots may be owned by the application (like 

BOM) or by APPS 

b. You can check using 

9. Run Data Collections with Targeted Refresh with only Planners = Yes 

a. This is a setup step for certain code improvements that help overall data 

collections performance. 

b. This MUST be run for all the organizations being collected - do NOT use an 

Collection Group for this run. 

c. To run Targeted Mode, set Planning Data Pull parameter Purge Previously 

Collected Data - No and then you will see Collection Method -Targeted is 

available. 

10. Run Data Collections with a Complete Refresh 

11. If any other snapshots for other products also reference the MLOG being truncated, 

then you must plan to refresh those snapshots after every run of Data Collections to 

keep the MLOGs from growing again. 

a. SQL #7 will show all snapshots installed in your release for the MLOGs used for 

Data Collections 

b. Review Appendix B and any snapshot not see in the list 

c. We expect that the related applications are not being used or are used 

intermittently, so a complete refresh of these snapshots will be sufficient. 

d. The DBA can setup a cron job to manually refresh these snapshots after each 

run of Data Collections 

exec DBMS_MVIEW.REFRESH 

('[Snapshot_owner].[snapshot_name]','C'); 

 

ANSWER #2: No, but we will start using it in the future. 
If the business is planning to start using Data Collections, but it not using it now, then Note 

580205.1 contains steps to maintain those MLOGs until you are ready to start. 

In this note we discuss various strategies, and the one for maintaining the MLOGs until you start 

using the application is contained in  

Section Final Questions and Answers before Running the SQL  

And steps under #3 - The Business does not want to drop any snapshot logs at this time, and 

wants to recover space and maintain these objects on a periodic basis. 

ANSWER #3: No, but I find these VCP objects from Appendix B installed 

and the MLOGs are growing large.  
THEN we suggest you review Note 580205.1 to manage these MLOGs. 
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ANSWER #4: No, I have other MLOGs that are large and want to control 

them and found this note while searching for a solution. 
THEN we suggest you review General MLOG Information directly below 

General MLOG Information 
The purpose of this section is to provide general guidance on managing MLOGs for applications 

other than those used for Data Collections. 

1. The output below from SQL #8 will provide a list of all MLOGs with size larger than 10 

MB. 

a. We suggest that any MLOG smaller than 10 MB can be ignored. 

b. Compare to List for Data Collections in Appendix B OR run SQL #7 with Sort 

Option B 

c. Check the Application returned in SQL #8 for any snapshots NOT listed in 

Appendix B 

2. IF the snapshot is not listed in Appendix B, then QUESTION: Is your business using this 

application shown in SQL #8? 

a. IF YES, and they are running the refresh process intermittently, consider running 

this more often to control MLOG growth. 

b. IF the implementation is limited, so that you are not using this particular 

snapshot at this time 

THEN DBA can truncate the MLOG and then periodically perform a complete 

refresh the snapshot to maintain rows in the MLOG table by using the following  

exec DBMS_MVIEW.REFRESH 

('[snapshot_owner].[snapshot_name]','C'); 

OR 

c. IF NOT using the application, THEN just truncating the MLOG table is only step 

required and the DBA can schedule a job to run periodically to handle this task. 

3. A couple  of known issues where advice is known: 

a. For MLOG$_ENI_OLTP_ITEM_STAR, you can review Note.367693.1 - 

MLOG$_ENI_OLTP_ITEM_STAR Is Growing Too Large, Can It Be Truncated? 

b. For MLOG$_WSH_DELIVERY_DETAILS, this is used by Oracle Transportation 

Management (OTM) 

1. If the business is not using the application, then you can truncate the 

snapshot log and refresh the snapshot - WSH_DELVIERY_DETAILS_SN 

exec DBMS_MVIEW.REFRESH 

('[snapshot_owner].[snapshot_name]','C'); 

4. If further assistance is needed from Oracle Support, then use the Application Name to 

guide you to the product to log an SR. 
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Take a baseline reading of the MLOGs on the system - this is for all MLOGs, not just entities 

used for Data Collections. 

ALL MLOGS on the system larger than 10 MB 

We suggest that any MLOGs smaller than 10 MB can be ignored 

SQL #8 

SELECT DBA.OWNER "Owner", 

dba.segment_name "MLOG$ Name", 

dba.bytes/1024/1024 "MLOG Size in MB", 

log.master "Base Table Name", 

fav.application_name "Application Name" 

FROM all_snapshot_logs log, 

dba_segments DBA, 

fnd_application_vl fav 

WHERE dba.segment_name LIKE 'MLOG$%' 

AND dba.segment_name=log.log_table 

AND dba.bytes>10000000 

AND dba.owner=fav.application_short_name 

ORDER BY bytes DESC; 

 

Sample Results 

Multiple rows indicate that multiple snapshots access this MLOG 

Owner MLOG$ Name 
MLOG Size in 
MB Base Table Name Application Name

OPI MLOG$_OPI_DBI_JOB_MTL_DETA 186.875 OPI_DBI_JOB_MTL_DETAILS_F 
Operations 
Intelligence

OPI MLOG$_OPI_DBI_JOB_MTL_DETA 186.875 OPI_DBI_JOB_MTL_DETAILS_F 
Operations 
Intelligence

WSH MLOG$_WSH_DELIVERY_DETAILS 161.5 WSH_DELIVERY_DETAILS Shipping Execution

OPI MLOG$_OPI_DBI_JOB_MTL_DTL_ 147.375 OPI_DBI_JOB_MTL_DTL_STD_F 
Operations 
Intelligence

OPI MLOG$_OPI_DBI_JOBS_F 129.75 OPI_DBI_JOBS_F 
Operations 
Intelligence

OPI MLOG$_OPI_DBI_JOBS_F 129.75 OPI_DBI_JOBS_F 
Operations 
Intelligence

OPI MLOG$_OPI_DBI_JOBS_F 129.75 OPI_DBI_JOBS_F 
Operations 
Intelligence

OPI MLOG$_OPI_DBI_JOBS_F 129.75 OPI_DBI_JOBS_F 
Operations 
Intelligence

 

THEN use the Base Table from above to see if multiple Snapshots access the MLOG 

SQL #1 

SELECT DISTINCT 

amdr.MVIEW_NAME "Snapshot", 

amdr.OWNER "Snapshot Owner", 

amdr.DETAILOBJ_NAME "Base Table Name", 
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amdr.DETAILOBJ_OWNER "Base Table Owner", 

log_table mlog$_name 

FROM ALL_MVIEW_DETAIL_RELATIONS amdr, 

dba_snapshot_logs dsl 

WHERE amdr.DETAILOBJ_NAME LIKE '&Base_table_name' 

AND amdr.DETAILOBJ_TYPE = 'TABLE' 

AND amdr.DETAILOBJ_NAME = dsl.MASTER 

order by detailobj_name, mview_name; 

 

Sample Output 

Snapshot 
Snapshot 
Owner Base Table Name 

Base 
Table 
Owner MLOG$_NAME 

OPI_JOBS_001_MV APPS APPS OPI_DBI_JOB_MTL_DETAILS_F  OPI MLOG$_OPI_DBI_JOB_MTL_DETA

OPI_MTL_VAR_ACT_MV_F APPS OPI_DBI_JOB_MTL_DETAILS_F OPI MLOG$_OPI_DBI_JOB_MTL_DETA

 

1. IF only 1 Snapshot is referencing the MLOG, then when that snapshot is refreshed, the 

table rows will be deleted by the RDBMS MLOG functionality. 

OR 

2. IF multiple rows are returned, then all snapshots must be refreshed in order to have the 

MLOG rows removed. 

 

Options To Clean up MLOGs for Other Applications 

1. You must check with the business to see if they are using these Applications OR have 

plans to implement these applications in the future. 

2. IF using the applications or part of the applications - usually some part of Daily Business 

Intelligence. 

THEN we have to consider: 

a. It is likely they are not using all features and this is why this snapshot is not 

being refreshed and the MLOG deleted. 

OR 

b. Check the count(*) on the MLOG and see if it has low number of rows, but the 

size is large. This can happen in large volume operations. 

3. The safest method is to run the refresh processes more often in the product. Refresh 

the related Snapshot(s) using complete refresh 

OR 

For very large MLOGs, you can truncate the MLOG, then a complete refresh of the 

snapshots MUST be performed. 
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Advice for Data Loading Large Amounts of Data for your Implementation 
Option #1 - Ongoing strategy for large data loads that happen periodically - like once per month 

load of Forecasts or Large Order import runs for Order Management 

o Import the data  

o Truncate the MLOG table using Automatic Refresh of the Snapshot(s) 

o Run Data Collections in Targeted mode for that entity OR a normal run of Complete 

Refresh of Data Collections. 

Option #2 - When Loading Large amounts of data during an implementation setup, then some 

special considerations may be required. 

o If you have never run collections and are loading data and then preparing to run Data 

Collections for the first time, then do the following: 

o Insure that you have A LOT of space for TEMP and UNDO and for your 

application tablespaces. 

o Run Data Collections for ALL the orgs that you are going to use in Value Chain 

Planning - do NOT use Org Groups and try to load partial data - this actually 

takes more TEMP space than loading all the data at one time due to the 

technology used for handling Org Groups and TEMP tables. 

o Prepare to have the initial Data Collections setup with very large timeout 

parameter - between 900 - 1600 is not unusual for large amounts of data when 

loading empty MSC tables 

o Once the first run of Data Collections is complete, run Gather Schema Stats on 

the MSC schema 

o Then the follow up runs of Data Collections should run fine and performance 

should be much better. 

o If loading heavy BOM or WIP data for the initial load, see Advanced Strategy and 

implement immediately if you encounter any issues in Refresh Collection Snapshots 

during initial collections. 

Appendix A - SQL Scripts 

Run these scripts as APPS user - using APPS_READ_ONLY user may not return 

rows from some SQL below 

SQL #1 - Use Base Table to find All Related Snapshots  
Find all the snapshots that are using the MLOG table for a single base table - Ref SQL #7 and 

Appendix B for Data Collections objects 

SELECT DISTINCT 

amdr.MVIEW_NAME "Snapshot", 

amdr.OWNER "Snapshot Owner", 
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amdr.DETAILOBJ_NAME "Base Table Name", 

amdr.DETAILOBJ_OWNER "Base Table Owner", 

log_table mlog$_name 

FROM ALL_MVIEW_DETAIL_RELATIONS amdr, 

dba_snapshot_logs dsl 

WHERE amdr.DETAILOBJ_NAME LIKE '&Base_table_name' 

AND amdr.DETAILOBJ_TYPE = 'TABLE' 

AND amdr.DETAILOBJ_NAME = dsl.MASTER 

order by detailobj_name, mview_name; 

SQL #2 - Show all information on a Snapshot in DBA_SNAPSHOTS 
Review the Snapshot information in the database for one particular Snapshot including the 

query used by the snapshot 

Note: The MASTER column can only show one MLOG$ table, so check QUERY column to see 

which tables are involved. OR use SQL #4 to see all Base Tables/MLOGs 

select * from dba_snapshots where name like '&snapshot_name'; 

SQL #3 - Show the list of Snapshots used by VCP Data Collections 
Different from output of SQL #7 and Appendix B - this shows only our VCP snapshots. 

Currently all Snapshots with name like %SN - except MSC_ATP_PLAN_SN and 

WSH_DELIVERY_DETAILS_SN - are used for Data Collections 

MSC_ATP_PLAN_SN is used by ATP Plans to store record of items in the ATP plan 

WSH_DEVLIERY_DETAILS_SN is used by Oracle Transportation Management - OTM 

Note: Master Column will show the Base Table (but if a complex snapshot, then multiple tables 

can be used and cannot be shows here - Check the Query to see if multiple tables are involved 

for the snapshot - OR run SQL #4) 

select * from dba_snapshots where name like '%SN' 

and name not in ('MSC_ATP_PLAN_SN','WSH_DELIVERY_DETAILS_SN') 

order by name; 

SQL #4 - Use Snapshots to Find All Base Tables and MLOGs used by a 

Snapshot 
Since SQL #3 output can only show one table in the MASTER column, you must either examine 

the QUERY column OR run this SQL to get list of Base tables/MLOGs being used for a snapshot 

NOTE: DERIVED_MLOG$_NAME - If you have rare 27 character MLOG name, then we can only 

show 26 char in this output and name may not be correct. Run SQL #1 using the Base Table if 

required. 

select OWNER "Snapshot Owner",  

MVIEW_NAME "Snapshot",  

DETAILOBJ_OWNER "Base Table Owner", 
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DETAILOBJ_NAME "Base Table Name",  

'MLOG$_'||SUBSTR(DETAILOBJ_NAME,1,20) derived_mlog$_name 

FROM ALL_MVIEW_DETAIL_RELATIONS 

where MVIEW_NAME like '&Snapshot' 

and DETAILOBJ_TYPE='TABLE' 

order by mview_name,detailobj_name; 

SQL #5 - Get Count(*) OR Gather Table Stats so DBA_TABLEs shows latest 

information on MLOGs used in Data Collections 
Run Script #5-A to get the count(*) 

OR 

Use Script 5-B to gather table stats and then use SQL#6 to get more information. 

SQL #5-A - Run Script to Get COUNT(*) on MLOGs 
Single example: 

select count(*) from &owner_&MLOG_name; 

like select count(*) from BOM.MLOG$_BOM_COMPONENTS_B; 

Full Script - Ignore ORA-942 errors - this means your release does not have this MLOG. 

set echo on 

select count(*) from AHL.MLOG$_AHL_SCHEDULE_MATERIA; 

select count(*) from BOM.MLOG$_BOM_COMPONENTS_B; 

select count(*) from BOM.MLOG$_BOM_CTO_ORDER_DEMAND; 

select count(*) from BOM.MLOG$_BOM_DEPARTMENTS; 

select count(*) from BOM.MLOG$_BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUT; 

select count(*) from BOM.MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_NETWOR; 

select count(*) from BOM.MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_RESOUR; 

select count(*) from BOM.MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_SEQUEN; 

select count(*) from BOM.MLOG$_BOM_RESOURCE_CHANGES; 

select count(*) from BOM.MLOG$_BOM_RES_INSTANCE_CHA; 

select count(*) from BOM.MLOG$_BOM_STRUCTURES_B; 

select count(*) from BOM.MLOG$_BOM_SUBSTITUTE_COMPO; 

select count(*) from BOM.MLOG$_BOM_SUB_OPERATION_RE; 

select count(*) from CSP.MLOG$_CSP_REPAIR_PO_HEADER; 

select count(*) from EAM.MLOG$_EAM_WO_RELATIONSHIPS; 

select count(*) from MRP.MLOG$_MRP_FORECAST_DATES; 

select count(*) from MRP.MLOG$_MRP_FORECAST_DESIGNA; 

select count(*) from MRP.MLOG$_MRP_FORECAST_ITEMS; 

select count(*) from MRP.MLOG$_MRP_SCHEDULE_DATES; 

select count(*) from INV.MLOG$_MTL_DEMAND; 

select count(*) from INV.MLOG$_MTL_ITEM_CATEGORIES; 

select count(*) from INV.MLOG$_MTL_MATERIAL_TRANSAC; 

select count(*) from INV.MLOG$_MTL_ONHAND_QUANTITIE; 

select count(*) from INV.MLOG$_MTL_RELATED_ITEMS; 
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select count(*) from INV.MLOG$_MTL_RESERVATIONS; 

select count(*) from INV.MLOG$_MTL_SUPPLY; 

select count(*) from INV.MLOG$_MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B; 

select count(*) from INV.MLOG$_MTL_TXN_REQUEST_LINE; 

select count(*) from INV.MLOG$_MTL_USER_DEMAND; 

select count(*) from INV.MLOG$_MTL_USER_SUPPLY; 

select count(*) from ONT.MLOG$_OE_ORDER_LINES_ALL; 

select count(*) from PO.MLOG$_PO_ACCEPTANCES; 

select count(*) from PO.MLOG$_PO_CHANGE_REQUESTS; 

select count(*) from PO.MLOG$_PO_SUPPLIER_ITEM_CAP; 

select count(*) from WIP.MLOG$_WIP_DISCRETE_JOBS; 

select count(*) from WIP.MLOG$_WIP_FLOW_SCHEDULES; 

select count(*) from WIP.MLOG$_WIP_LINES; 

select count(*) from WIP.MLOG$_WIP_MSC_OPEN_JOB_STA; 

select count(*) from WIP.MLOG$_WIP_OPERATIONS; 

select count(*) from WIP.MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_NETWOR; 

select count(*) from WIP.MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_RESOUR; 

select count(*) from WIP.MLOG$_WIP_OP_RESOURCE_INST; 

select count(*) from WIP.MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_ITEMS; 

select count(*) from WIP.MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_SCHED; 

select count(*) from WIP.MLOG$_WIP_REQUIREMENT_OPER; 

select count(*) from WIP.MLOG$_WIP_SUB_OPERATION_RE; 

select count(*) from WSH.MLOG$_WSH_TRIPS; 

select count(*) from WSH.MLOG$_WSH_TRIP_STOPS; 

select count(*) from WSM.MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OPERATIONS; 

select count(*) from WSM.MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OP_NETWORKS; 

select count(*) from WSM.MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OP_RESOURCE; 

select count(*) from WSM.MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OP_RESOURCE1; 

select count(*) from WSM.MLOG$_WSM_COPY_REQUIREMENT; 

 

SQL 5-B - Gather Table Stats for all MLOGs used in Data Collections  

Gather Table Stats on the table, and then check use SQL #6 to query dba_tables and 

dba_segments to show info on the MLOGs 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS ('[owner]','[MLOG_NAME]',10); 

end; 

 

Gather table stats may ERROR if the object does not exist in your release  

You can ignore error like the following 

ORA-20000: Unable to analyze TABLE "CSP"."MLOG$_CSP_REPAIR_PO_HEADER", 

insufficient privileges or does not exist 

ORA-06512: at "APPS.FND_STATS", [error continues]  
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begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('AHL','MLOG$_AHL_SCHEDULE_MATERIA',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_COMPONENTS_B',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_CTO_ORDER_DEMAND',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_DEPARTMENTS',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUT',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_NETWOR',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_RESOUR',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_SEQUEN',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_RESOURCE_CHANGES',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_RES_INSTANCE_CHA',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_STRUCTURES_B',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_SUBSTITUTE_COMPO',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_SUB_OPERATION_RE',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('CSP','MLOG$_CSP_REPAIR_PO_HEADER',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('EAM','MLOG$_EAM_WO_RELATIONSHIPS',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('MRP','MLOG$_MRP_FORECAST_DATES',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('MRP','MLOG$_MRP_FORECAST_DESIGNA',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('MRP','MLOG$_MRP_FORECAST_ITEMS',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('MRP','MLOG$_MRP_SCHEDULE_DATES',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_DEMAND',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_ITEM_CATEGORIES',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_MATERIAL_TRANSAC',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 
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('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_ONHAND_QUANTITIE',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_RELATED_ITEMS',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_RESERVATIONS',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_SUPPLY',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_TXN_REQUEST_LINE',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_USER_DEMAND',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_USER_SUPPLY',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('ONT','MLOG$_OE_ORDER_LINES_ALL',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('PO','MLOG$_PO_ACCEPTANCES',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('PO','MLOG$_PO_CHANGE_REQUESTS',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('PO','MLOG$_PO_SUPPLIER_ITEM_CAP',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_DISCRETE_JOBS',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_FLOW_SCHEDULES',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_LINES',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_MSC_OPEN_JOB_STA',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_OPERATIONS',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_NETWOR',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_RESOUR',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_OP_RESOURCE_INST',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_ITEMS',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_SCHED',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_REQUIREMENT_OPER',10);end; 
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begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_SUB_OPERATION_RE',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('WSH','MLOG$_WSH_TRIPS',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('WSH','MLOG$_WSH_TRIP_STOPS',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('WSM','MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OPERATIONS',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('WSM','MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OP_NETWORKS',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('WSM','MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OP_RESOURCE',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('WSM','MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OP_RESOURCE1',10);end; 

begin FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS 

('WSM','MLOG$_WSM_COPY_REQUIREMENT',10);end; 

 

SQL #6 - Size, NUM_ROWS and LAST_ANALYZED for MLOGs used in Data 

Collections 
NOTE: NUM_ROWS shows count when LAST_ANALYZED - MUST run SQL #5-B BEFORE you run 

this SQL for accurate results. 

Size from DBA_SEGMENTS and NUM_ROWS should have some reasonable correlation 

IF Size in MB is large, but number of rows is small,  

THEN this indicates many deletes have been run and high water mark is not realistic to actual 

size 

Choices to fix this are: 

1. Refresh the snapshot(s) for the MLOG (see Appendix B) with Automatic Refresh mode  

THEN gather table stats again for this MLOG and check this SQL once more to make sure 

size is reduced. 

OR  

2. Use steps to truncate the MLOG and refresh the snapshot in COMPLETE mode,  

THEN gather table stats again for this MLOG and check this SQL once more to make sure 

size is reduced. 

 

SELECT dt.owner, dt.table_name, dt.num_rows, dt.last_analyzed, 

ds.bytes/1024/1024 "Size in MB", dt.tablespace_name, 

dt.initial_extent, dt.next_extent, ds.extents FROM dba_tables dt, 

dba_segments ds WHERE table_name=segment_name and table_name 

IN('MLOG$_AHL_SCHEDULE_MATERIA','MLOG$_BOM_COMPONENTS_B','MLOG$_B

OM_CTO_ORDER_DEMAND','MLOG$_BOM_DEPARTMENTS','MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION

AL_ROUT','MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_NETWOR', 
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'MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_RESOUR','MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_SEQUEN','MLOG$_

BOM_RESOURCE_CHANGES','MLOG$_BOM_RES_INSTANCE_CHA','MLOG$_BOM_STR

UCTURES_B', 

'MLOG$_BOM_SUBSTITUTE_COMPO','MLOG$_BOM_SUB_OPERATION_RE','MLOG$_

CSP_REPAIR_PO_HEADER','MLOG$_EAM_WO_RELATIONSHIPS','MLOG$_MRP_FOR

ECAST_DATES', 

'MLOG$_MRP_FORECAST_DESIGNA','MLOG$_MRP_FORECAST_ITEMS','MLOG$_MR

P_SCHEDULE_DATES','MLOG$_MTL_DEMAND','MLOG$_MTL_ITEM_CATEGORIES',

'MLOG$_MTL_MATERIAL_TRANSAC', 

'MLOG$_MTL_ONHAND_QUANTITIE','MLOG$_MTL_RELATED_ITEMS','MLOG$_MTL

_RESERVATIONS','MLOG$_MTL_SUPPLY','MLOG$_MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B','MLO

G$_MTL_TXN_REQUEST_LINE', 

'MLOG$_MTL_USER_DEMAND','MLOG$_MTL_USER_SUPPLY','MLOG$_OE_ORDER_L

INES_ALL','MLOG$_PO_ACCEPTANCES','MLOG$_PO_CHANGE_REQUESTS','MLOG

$_PO_SUPPLIER_ITEM_CAP', 

'MLOG$_WIP_DISCRETE_JOBS','MLOG$_WIP_FLOW_SCHEDULES','MLOG$_WIP_L

INES','MLOG$_WIP_MSC_OPEN_JOB_STA','MLOG$_WIP_OPERATIONS','MLOG$_

WIP_OPERATION_NETWOR', 

'MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_RESOUR','MLOG$_WIP_OP_RESOURCE_INST','MLOG$_

WIP_REPETITIVE_ITEMS','MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_SCHED','MLOG$_WIP_REQ

UIREMENT_OPER', 

'MLOG$_WIP_SUB_OPERATION_RE','MLOG$_WSH_TRIPS','MLOG$_WSH_TRIP_ST

OPS','MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OPERATIONS','MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OP_NETWORKS','ML

OG$_WSM_COPY_OP_RESOURCE', 

'MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OP_RESOURCE1','MLOG$_WSM_COPY_REQUIREMENT') 

order by table_name; 

SQL #7 - Show MLOGs and related Snapshots and Base Tables for Data 

Collections 
Used for table in Appendix B 

Shows Data Collections Snapshots  

AND ALSO  

the Snapshots for other products that share the MLOG tables for Data Collections 

SORT OPTIONS - default is by Snapshot  

OPTION B - sort by MLOG Name, Snapshot 

OPTION C - sort by Base Table Name, Snapshot 

SELECT DISTINCT 

amdr.MVIEW_NAME "Snapshot", 

amdr.OWNER "Snapshot Owner", 

amdr.DETAILOBJ_NAME "Base Table Name", 

amdr.DETAILOBJ_OWNER "Base Table Owner", 

log_table mlog$_name 
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FROM ALL_MVIEW_DETAIL_RELATIONS amdr, 

dba_snapshot_logs dsl 

where DETAILOBJ_TYPE = 'TABLE' 

and (detailobj_owner, detaiLobj_name) not in 

(('MSC','MSC_COLLECTED_ORGS')) 

AND amdr.DETAILOBJ_NAME = dsl.MASTER 

and DETAILOBJ_NAME in 

('AHL_SCHEDULE_MATERIALS','BOM_COMPONENTS_B','BOM_CTO_ORDER_DEMAN

D','BOM_DEPARTMENTS','BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUTINGS','BOM_OPERATION_NE

TWORKS', 

'BOM_OPERATION_RESOURCES','BOM_RESOURCE_CHANGES','BOM_RES_INSTANC

E_CHANGES','BOM_STRUCTURES_B','BOM_SUBSTITUTE_COMPONENTS', 

'BOM_SUB_OPERATION_RESOURCES','CSP_REPAIR_PO_HEADERS','EAM_WO_REL

ATIONSHIPS','MRP_FORECAST_DATES','MRP_FORECAST_DESIGNATORS','MRP_

FORECAST_ITEMS', 

'MRP_SCHEDULE_DATES','MTL_DEMAND','MTL_ITEM_CATEGORIES','MTL_MATE

RIAL_TRANSACTIONS_TEMP','MTL_ONHAND_QUANTITIES_DETAIL','MTL_RELAT

ED_ITEMS', 

'MTL_RESERVATIONS','MTL_SUPPLY','MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B','MTL_TXN_REQ

UEST_LINES','MTL_USER_DEMAND','MTL_USER_SUPPLY','OE_ORDER_LINES_A

LL','PO_ACCEPTANCES', 

'PO_CHANGE_REQUESTS','PO_SUPPLIER_ITEM_CAPACITY','WIP_DISCRETE_JO

BS','WIP_FLOW_SCHEDULES','WIP_LINES','WIP_MSC_OPEN_JOB_STATUSES',

'WIP_OPERATIONS', 

'WIP_OPERATION_NETWORKS','WIP_OPERATION_RESOURCES','WIP_OP_RESOUR

CE_INSTANCES','WIP_REPETITIVE_ITEMS','WIP_REPETITIVE_SCHEDULES','

WIP_REQUIREMENT_OPERATIONS', 

'WIP_SUB_OPERATION_RESOURCES','WSH_DELIVERY_DETAILS','WSH_TRIPS',

'WSH_TRIP_STOPS','WSM_COPY_OPERATIONS','WSM_COPY_OP_NETWORKS','WS

M_COPY_OP_RESOURCES', 

'WSM_COPY_OP_RESOURCE_INSTANCES','WSM_COPY_REQUIREMENT_OPS') 

order by MVIEW_NAME; -- replace this line to use OPTION B or C 

-- order by log_table, mview_name -- OPTION B sort by MLOG Name 

-- order by DETAILOBJ_NAME, mview_name -- OPTION C sort by Base 

Table Name 

 

SQL #8 - All MOGs with size larger than 10 MB 
Take a baseline reading of the MLOGs on the system - this is for all MLOGs, not just entities used 

for Data Collections. 

ALL MLOGS on the system larger than 10 MB 

We suggest that any MLOGs smaller than 10 MB can be ignored 
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SELECT DBA.OWNER "Owner", 

dba.segment_name "MLOG$ Name", 

dba.bytes/1024/1024 "MLOG Size in MB", 

log.master "Base Table Name", 

fav.application_name "Application Name" 

FROM all_snapshot_logs log, 

dba_segments DBA, 

fnd_application_vl fav 

WHERE dba.segment_name LIKE 'MLOG$%' 

AND dba.segment_name=log.log_table 

AND dba.bytes>10000000 

AND dba.owner=fav.application_short_name 

ORDER BY bytes DESC; 

SQL #9 - Truncate all MLOGs used for Data Collections 
IF this is run,  

THEN you MUST run Refresh Collection Snapshots as a standalone request using Complete 

Refresh for All Snapshots 

IF the table does not exist in your release, then that statement will fail - this is not a problem 

and can be ignored 

TRUNCATE TABLE AHL.MLOG$_AHL_SCHEDULE_MATERIA; 

TRUNCATE TABLE BOM.MLOG$_BOM_COMPONENTS_B; 

TRUNCATE TABLE BOM.MLOG$_BOM_CTO_ORDER_DEMAND; 

TRUNCATE TABLE BOM.MLOG$_BOM_DEPARTMENTS; 

TRUNCATE TABLE BOM.MLOG$_BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUT; 

TRUNCATE TABLE BOM.MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_NETWOR; 

TRUNCATE TABLE BOM.MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_RESOUR; 

TRUNCATE TABLE BOM.MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_SEQUEN; 

TRUNCATE TABLE BOM.MLOG$_BOM_RESOURCE_CHANGES; 

TRUNCATE TABLE BOM.MLOG$_BOM_RES_INSTANCE_CHA; 

TRUNCATE TABLE BOM.MLOG$_BOM_STRUCTURES_B; 

TRUNCATE TABLE BOM.MLOG$_BOM_SUBSTITUTE_COMPO; 

TRUNCATE TABLE BOM.MLOG$_BOM_SUB_OPERATION_RE; 

TRUNCATE TABLE CSP.MLOG$_CSP_REPAIR_PO_HEADER; 

TRUNCATE TABLE EAM.MLOG$_EAM_WO_RELATIONSHIPS; 

TRUNCATE TABLE MRP.MLOG$_MRP_FORECAST_DATES; 

TRUNCATE TABLE MRP.MLOG$_MRP_FORECAST_DESIGNA; 

TRUNCATE TABLE MRP.MLOG$_MRP_FORECAST_ITEMS; 

TRUNCATE TABLE MRP.MLOG$_MRP_SCHEDULE_DATES; 

TRUNCATE TABLE INV.MLOG$_MTL_DEMAND; 

TRUNCATE TABLE INV.MLOG$_MTL_ITEM_CATEGORIES; 

TRUNCATE TABLE INV.MLOG$_MTL_MATERIAL_TRANSAC; 

TRUNCATE TABLE INV.MLOG$_MTL_ONHAND_QUANTITIE; 
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TRUNCATE TABLE INV.MLOG$_MTL_RELATED_ITEMS; 

TRUNCATE TABLE INV.MLOG$_MTL_RESERVATIONS; 

TRUNCATE TABLE INV.MLOG$_MTL_SUPPLY; 

TRUNCATE TABLE INV.MLOG$_MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B; 

TRUNCATE TABLE INV.MLOG$_MTL_TXN_REQUEST_LINE; 

TRUNCATE TABLE INV.MLOG$_MTL_USER_DEMAND; 

TRUNCATE TABLE INV.MLOG$_MTL_USER_SUPPLY; 

TRUNCATE TABLE ONT.MLOG$_OE_ORDER_LINES_ALL; 

TRUNCATE TABLE PO.MLOG$_PO_ACCEPTANCES; 

TRUNCATE TABLE PO.MLOG$_PO_CHANGE_REQUESTS; 

TRUNCATE TABLE PO.MLOG$_PO_SUPPLIER_ITEM_CAP; 

TRUNCATE TABLE WIP.MLOG$_WIP_DISCRETE_JOBS; 

TRUNCATE TABLE WIP.MLOG$_WIP_FLOW_SCHEDULES; 

TRUNCATE TABLE WIP.MLOG$_WIP_LINES; 

TRUNCATE TABLE WIP.MLOG$_WIP_MSC_OPEN_JOB_STA; 

TRUNCATE TABLE WIP.MLOG$_WIP_OPERATIONS; 

TRUNCATE TABLE WIP.MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_NETWOR; 

TRUNCATE TABLE WIP.MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_RESOUR; 

TRUNCATE TABLE WIP.MLOG$_WIP_OP_RESOURCE_INST; 

TRUNCATE TABLE WIP.MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_ITEMS; 

TRUNCATE TABLE WIP.MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_SCHED; 

TRUNCATE TABLE WIP.MLOG$_WIP_REQUIREMENT_OPER; 

TRUNCATE TABLE WIP.MLOG$_WIP_SUB_OPERATION_RE; 

TRUNCATE TABLE WSH.MLOG$_WSH_TRIPS; 

TRUNCATE TABLE WSH.MLOG$_WSH_TRIP_STOPS; 

TRUNCATE TABLE WSM.MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OPERATIONS; 

TRUNCATE TABLE WSM.MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OP_NETWORKS; 

TRUNCATE TABLE WSM.MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OP_RESOURCE; 

TRUNCATE TABLE WSM.MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OP_RESOURCE1; 

TRUNCATE TABLE WSM.MLOG$_WSM_COPY_REQUIREMENT; 

SQL #10 - Lock Stats for all MLOGs used for Data Collections 
IF you run SQL #9 to truncate,  

THEN run SQL #5 - this will gather the table stats 

THEN run this SQL #10 to lock the stats 

The required Complete Refresh of the snapshots can be run before or after these steps are 

completed. BUT IF automated processes OR users are working on the system , then MLOGs may 

start to accumulate rows. 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('AHL','MLOG$_AHL_SCHEDULE_MATERIA'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_COMPONENTS_B'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_CTO_ORDER_DEMAND'; 
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EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_DEPARTMENTS'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUT'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_NETWOR'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_RESOUR'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_SEQUEN'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_RESOURCE_CHANGES'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_RES_INSTANCE_CHA'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_STRUCTURES_B'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_SUBSTITUTE_COMPO'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('BOM','MLOG$_BOM_SUB_OPERATION_RE'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('CSP','MLOG$_CSP_REPAIR_PO_HEADER'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('EAM','MLOG$_EAM_WO_RELATIONSHIPS'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('MRP','MLOG$_MRP_FORECAST_DATES'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('MRP','MLOG$_MRP_FORECAST_DESIGNA'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('MRP','MLOG$_MRP_FORECAST_ITEMS'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('MRP','MLOG$_MRP_SCHEDULE_DATES'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS ('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_DEMAND'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_ITEM_CATEGORIES'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_MATERIAL_TRANSAC'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_ONHAND_QUANTITIE'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_RELATED_ITEMS'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_RESERVATIONS'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS ('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_SUPPLY'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 
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('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_TXN_REQUEST_LINE'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_USER_DEMAND'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('INV’,'MLOG$_MTL_USER_SUPPLY'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('ONT','MLOG$_OE_ORDER_LINES_ALL'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS ('PO','MLOG$_PO_ACCEPTANCES'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('PO','MLOG$_PO_CHANGE_REQUESTS'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('PO','MLOG$_PO_SUPPLIER_ITEM_CAP'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_DISCRETE_JOBS'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_FLOW_SCHEDULES'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS ('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_LINES'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_MSC_OPEN_JOB_STA'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_OPERATIONS'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_NETWOR'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_RESOUR'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_OP_RESOURCE_INST'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_ITEMS'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_SCHED'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_REQUIREMENT_OPER'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WIP','MLOG$_WIP_SUB_OPERATION_RE'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS ('WSH','MLOG$_WSH_TRIPS'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WSH','MLOG$_WSH_TRIP_STOPS'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WSM','MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OPERATIONS'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WSM','MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OP_NETWORKS'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 
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('WSM','MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OP_RESOURCE'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WSM','MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OP_RESOURCE1'; 

EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.LOCK_TABLE_STATS 

('WSM','MLOG$_WSM_COPY_REQUIREMENT'; 

 

Appendix B - Data Collection Snapshots - 12.1.1 
 

List of Snapshots for Value Chain Planning Applications - output from SQL#7 

AND  

Snapshots that share the same MLOG as Data Collections Snapshots - These other snapshot 

cannot be truncated using Automatic Refresh and must be truncated and refreshed manually  

ENI - Product Intelligence 

OZF - Trade Management 

Multiple rows for a Snapshot mean a Complex Snapshot where the query is for the 

multiple Base Tables and MLOGs which are shown in the table 

NOTE: Your results can be different depending on release. 

Snapshots for 12.1.1 
Snapshot 
Owner  

Base Table Name 
Base 
Table 
Owner 

MLOG$_NAME

AHL_SCH_MTLS_SN  APPS  AHL_SCHEDULE_MATERIALS AHL MLOG$_AHL_SCHEDULE_MATERIA

BOM_BOMS_SN  APPS  BOM_STRUCTURES_B BOM MLOG$_BOM_STRUCTURES_B

BOM_CTO_ORDER_DMD_SN BOM BOM_CTO_ORDER_DEMAND BOM MLOG$_BOM_CTO_ORDER_DEMAND

BOM_INV_COMPS_SN APPS BOM_COMPONENTS_B BOM MLOG$_BOM_COMPONENTS_B

BOM_INV_COMPS_SN APPS BOM_STRUCTURES_B BOM MLOG$_BOM_STRUCTURES_B

BOM_OPR_NETWORKS_SN APPS BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUTINGS BOM MLOG$_BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUT

BOM_OPR_NETWORKS_SN APPS BOM_OPERATION_NETWORKS BOM MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_NETWOR

BOM_OPR_RESS_SN APPS BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUTINGS BOM MLOG$_BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUT

BOM_OPR_RESS_SN APPS BOM_OPERATION_RESOURCES BOM MLOG$_BOM_OPERATION_RESOUR

BOM_OPR_RTNS_SN APPS BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUTINGS BOM MLOG$_BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUT

BOM_OPR_SEQS_SN APPS BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUTINGS BOM MLOG$_BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUT

BOM_RES_CHNGS_SN APPS BOM_DEPARTMENTS BOM MLOG$_BOM_DEPARTMENTS

BOM_RES_CHNGS_SN APPS BOM_RESOURCE_CHANGES BOM MLOG$_BOM_RESOURCE_CHANGES

BOM_RES_INST_CHNGS_SN APPS BOM_DEPARTMENTS BOM MLOG$_BOM_DEPARTMENTS

BOM_RES_INST_CHNGS_SN APPS BOM_RES_INSTANCE_CHANGES BOM MLOG$_BOM_RES_INSTANCE_CHA

BOM_SUB_COMPS_SN APPS BOM_COMPONENTS_B BOM MLOG$_BOM_COMPONENTS_B

BOM_SUB_COMPS_SN APPS BOM_STRUCTURES_B BOM MLOG$_BOM_STRUCTURES_B

BOM_SUB_COMPS_SN APPS BOM_SUBSTITUTE_COMPONENTS BOM MLOG$_BOM_SUBSTITUTE_COMPO

BOM_SUB_OPR_RESS_SN APPS BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUTINGS BOM MLOG$_BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUT

BOM_SUB_OPR_RESS_SN APPS BOM_SUB_OPERATION_RESOURCES BOM MLOG$_BOM_SUB_OPERATION_RE

CSP_REPAIR_PO_HEADERS_SN APPS CSP_REPAIR_PO_HEADERS CSP MLOG$_CSP_REPAIR_PO_HEADER
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EAM_WO_RELATIONSHIPS_SN APPS EAM_WO_RELATIONSHIPS EAM MLOG$_EAM_WO_RELATIONSHIPS

ENI_DBI_BOM_COMPONENTS_MV1 APPS BOM_COMPONENTS_B BOM MLOG$_BOM_COMPONENTS_B

ENI_DBI_BOM_COMPONENTS_MV2 APPS BOM_COMPONENTS_B BOM MLOG$_BOM_COMPONENTS_B

ENI_DBI_MFG_STEPS_JOIN_MV APPS BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUTINGS BOM MLOG$_BOM_OPERATIONAL_ROUT

ENI_RES_1_MV APPS BOM_DEPARTMENTS BOM MLOG$_BOM_DEPARTMENTS

MRP_FORECAST_DATES_SN APPS MRP_FORECAST_DATES MRP MLOG$_MRP_FORECAST_DATES

MRP_FORECAST_DSGN_SN APPS MRP_FORECAST_DESIGNATORS MRP MLOG$_MRP_FORECAST_DESIGNA

MRP_FORECAST_ITEMS_SN APPS MRP_FORECAST_ITEMS MRP MLOG$_MRP_FORECAST_ITEMS

MRP_SCHD_DATES_SN APPS MRP_SCHEDULE_DATES MRP MLOG$_MRP_SCHEDULE_DATES

MTL_DEMAND_SN APPS MTL_DEMAND INV MLOG$_MTL_DEMAND

MTL_ITEM_CATS_SN APPS MTL_ITEM_CATEGORIES INV MLOG$_MTL_ITEM_CATEGORIES

MTL_ITEM_RELATIONSHIPS_SN APPS MTL_RELATED_ITEMS INV MLOG$_MTL_RELATED_ITEMS

MTL_MTRX_TMP_SN APPS MTL_MATERIAL_TRANSACTIONS_TEMP INV MLOG$_MTL_MATERIAL_TRANSAC

MTL_OH_QTYS_SN APPS MTL_ONHAND_QUANTITIES_DETAIL INV MLOG$_MTL_ONHAND_QUANTITIE

MTL_RESERVATIONS_SN APPS MTL_RESERVATIONS INV MLOG$_MTL_RESERVATIONS

MTL_SUPPLY_SN APPS MTL_SUPPLY INV MLOG$_MTL_SUPPLY

MTL_SYS_ITEMS_SN APPS MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B INV MLOG$_MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B

MTL_TXN_REQUEST_LINES_SN APPS MTL_TXN_REQUEST_LINES INV MLOG$_MTL_TXN_REQUEST_LINE

MTL_U_DEMAND_SN APPS MTL_USER_DEMAND INV MLOG$_MTL_USER_DEMAND

MTL_U_SUPPLY_SN APPS MTL_USER_SUPPLY INV MLOG$_MTL_USER_SUPPLY

OE_ODR_LINES_SN APPS OE_ORDER_LINES_ALL ONT MLOG$_OE_ORDER_LINES_ALL

OZF_EARNING_SUMMARY_MV APPS MTL_ITEM_CATEGORIES INV MLOG$_MTL_ITEM_CATEGORIES

PO_ACCEPTANCES_SN APPS PO_ACCEPTANCES PO MLOG$_PO_ACCEPTANCES

PO_CHANGE_REQUESTS_SN APPS PO_CHANGE_REQUESTS PO MLOG$_PO_CHANGE_REQUESTS

PO_SI_CAPA_SN APPS PO_SUPPLIER_ITEM_CAPACITY PO MLOG$_PO_SUPPLIER_ITEM_CAP

WIP_DSCR_JOBS_SN APPS WIP_DISCRETE_JOBS WIP MLOG$_WIP_DISCRETE_JOBS

WIP_FLOW_SCHDS_SN APPS WIP_FLOW_SCHEDULES WIP MLOG$_WIP_FLOW_SCHEDULES

WIP_OPR_RES_INSTS_SN APPS WIP_OP_RESOURCE_INSTANCES WIP MLOG$_WIP_OP_RESOURCE_INST

WIP_REPT_ITEMS_SN APPS WIP_REPETITIVE_ITEMS WIP MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_ITEMS

WIP_REPT_SCHDS_SN APPS WIP_REPETITIVE_SCHEDULES WIP MLOG$_WIP_REPETITIVE_SCHED

WIP_WLINES_SN APPS WIP_LINES WIP MLOG$_WIP_LINES

WIP_WOPRS_SN APPS WIP_DISCRETE_JOBS WIP MLOG$_WIP_DISCRETE_JOBS

WIP_WOPRS_SN APPS WIP_MSC_OPEN_JOB_STATUSES WIP MLOG$_WIP_MSC_OPEN_JOB_STA

WIP_WOPRS_SN APPS WIP_OPERATIONS WIP MLOG$_WIP_OPERATIONS

WIP_WOPR_NETWORKS_SN APPS WIP_OPERATION_NETWORKS WIP MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_NETWOR

WIP_WOPR_RESS_SN APPS WIP_DISCRETE_JOBS WIP MLOG$_WIP_DISCRETE_JOBS

WIP_WOPR_RESS_SN APPS WIP_MSC_OPEN_JOB_STATUSES WIP MLOG$_WIP_MSC_OPEN_JOB_STA

WIP_WOPR_RESS_SN APPS WIP_OPERATION_RESOURCES WIP MLOG$_WIP_OPERATION_RESOUR

WIP_WOPR_SUB_RESS_SN APPS WIP_SUB_OPERATION_RESOURCES WIP MLOG$_WIP_SUB_OPERATION_RE

WIP_WREQ_OPRS_SN APPS WIP_DISCRETE_JOBS WIP MLOG$_WIP_DISCRETE_JOBS

WIP_WREQ_OPRS_SN APPS WIP_MSC_OPEN_JOB_STATUSES WIP MLOG$_WIP_MSC_OPEN_JOB_STA

WIP_WREQ_OPRS_SN APPS WIP_REQUIREMENT_OPERATIONS WIP MLOG$_WIP_REQUIREMENT_OPER

WSH_DELIVERY_DETAILS_SN WSH WSH_DELIVERY_DETAILS WSH MLOG$_WSH_DELIVERY_DETAILS

WSH_TRIP_SN APPS WSH_TRIPS WSH MLOG$_WSH_TRIPS

WSH_TRIP_STOP_SN APPS WSH_TRIP_STOPS WSH MLOG$_WSH_TRIP_STOPS

WSM_LJ_OPRS_SN APPS WSM_COPY_OPERATIONS WSM MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OPERATIONS

WSM_LJ_OPR_NWK_SN APPS WSM_COPY_OP_NETWORKS WSM MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OP_NETWORKS

WSM_LJ_OPR_RESS_INSTS_SN APPS WSM_COPY_OP_RESOURCE_INSTANCES WSM MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OP_RESOURCE1
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WSM_LJ_OPR_RESS_SN APPS WSM_COPY_OP_RESOURCES WSM MLOG$_WSM_COPY_OP_RESOURCE

WSM_LJ_REQ_OPRS_SN APPS WSM_COPY_REQUIREMENT_OPS WSM MLOG$_WSM_COPY_REQUIREMENT
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